Personalization of a compartmental physiological model for an artificial pancreas through integration of patient's state estimation.
Artificial Pancreas (AP) are developed for patients with Type 1 diabetes. This medical device system consists in the association of a subcutaneous continuous glucose monitor (CGM) providing a proxy of the patient's glycaemia and a control algorithm offering the real-time modification of the insulin delivery with an automatic command of the subcutaneous insulin pump. The most complex algorithms are based on a compartmental model of the glucoregulatory system of the patient coupled to an approach of MPC (Model-Predictive-Control) for the command. The automatic and unsupervised control of insulin regulation constitutes a major challenge in AP projects. A given model with its parameterization on the shelf will not directly represent the patient's data behavior and the personalization of the model is a prerequisite before using it in a MPC. The present paper focuses on the personalization of a compartmental showing a method where taking into account the estimation of the patient's state in addition to the parameter estimation improves the results in terms of mean quadratic error.